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Abstract. There is a standard additive decomposition of the Hochschild co-

homology ring of the group algebra of a �nite group G as the direct sum of the

cohomology rings of the centralizers of representatives of the conjugacy classes

of G. A special case of our main result describes the cup product in terms

of this decomposition. As applications, we determine presentations for the

Hochschild cohomology rings of (1) the mod-3 group algebra of the symmetric

group S3, (2) the mod-2 group algebra of the alternating group A4, and (3)

the mod-2 group algebras of the dihedral 2-groups.

1. Introduction

Historical background. The theory of the cohomology of associative algebras
was initiated by G. Hochschild in 1945 [16] and evolved in tandem with group
cohomology. To any associative algebra �, and any �-bimodule M , Hochschild
assigned Abelian groups Hn(�;M) (n � 0). In modern language these may be
de�ned by

Hn(�;M) = Extn�
R�op(�;M):(1.1)

Hochschild assumed the ground ring R was a �eld, but there is no problem with
taking R to be an arbitrary commutative ring as long as � is R-projective.

Around this time, Eilenberg and Mac Lane gave a purely algebraic de�nition
of the cohomology groups Hn(G;M) for a group G and left RG-module M [9].
They also showed that the Hochschild and ordinary theories agree, in the following
sense. If M is an RG-bimodule then it may be considered a left RG-module via

conjugation. Eilenberg and Mac Lane observed that the Hochschild cohomology of
RG with coe�cients inM is isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology of G with coef-
�cients in that left module. (They used R = Z but the same arguments go through
for any commutative ring.) This shows that for group algebras, nothing new is
obtained by considering bimodules instead of just left modules. Moreover, since
any left module arises in this way (just let RG act trivially on the right), this also
shows that Hochschild cohomology is a true generalization of group cohomology.

For an arbitrary associative algebra �, there is a natural choice for the bimodule
M , namely the bimodule � itself. In fact, the groups H�(�;�) have been investi-
gated for many di�erent classes of algebras. In low degrees, these groups are related
to \algebraic deformations," and have found applications in the study of quantum
groups (see [13] and references cited).

Eilenberg and Mac Lane de�ned cup products for group cohomology, and in
essence for Hochschild cohomology as well ([9, xx4,5]). The cup product gives
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H�(G;R) orH�(�;�) the structure of an associative graded algebra. Much progress
has been made in describing the ring structure of the former. In particular, the
landmark results of Quillen [23, 24] give a complete description, up to homeomor-
phism, of the spectrum of the ordinary cohomology ring of G with coe�cients in
a �eld of prime characteristic. Much less is known about Hochschild cohomology
rings. One of the few general results, due to Gerstenhaber [12], is that H�(�;�) is
graded-commutative, generalizing another fact from group cohomology.

It follows from Eilenberg and Mac Lane's observation that H�(RG;RG) is iso-
morphic to the cohomology of G with coe�cients in RG, where RG is considered a
module by conjugation. From this and the Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma, one sees that
H�(RG;RG) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the cohomology of the centralizers
of representatives of the conjugacy classes of G. The isomorphism, however, is not
in general multiplicative. In fact, very little is known at present about the multi-
plicative structure of the Hochschild cohomology of group algebras. The case where
G is Abelian was completely explained by Holm [18] and Cibils and Solotar [8]|in
this case the Hochschild ring is just the tensor product of RG and the ordinary
cohomology ring|but almost nothing else is known.

One of the intriguing aspects of Hochschild cohomology for representation the-
orists is that it may be applied to a block of a group algebra. With suitable
restrictions on R, one may write RG as a direct sum of ideals, each of which is
indecomposable as an algebra. These ideals turn out to be unique, and are called
the blocks of RG ([3, x1.8]). One of the central themes in the representation theory
of �nite groups involves how each aspect of the theory \breaks up" into blocks.
Since these algebras are not, in general, augmented, they do not come with trivial
modules, and therefore the ordinary de�nition of cohomology does not apply.

But Hochschild cohomology does. Moreover, it can be shown that the Hochschild
cohomology of the group algebra is isomorphic, as an algebra, to the direct sum
of the Hochschild cohomology rings of the blocks. J. Rickard showed that under
appropriate hypotheses, two blocks of RG which are derived equivalent have iso-
morphic Hochschild cohomology algebras ([26, Prop. 2.5]). Using this, Holm was
able to calculate the even part of the Hochschild cohomology ring of a block with
cyclic defect, and show that this ring distinguished between derived equivalence
classes of those blocks. But almost no other cases appear in the literature. One of
the reasons for this is undoubtedly the complexity of the calculations required to
compute products.

Overview. Our main result, Theorem 5.1, gives a formula for the product in
H�(RG;RG) in terms of the additive decomposition, proving a conjecture of Cibils
[7] and Cibils and Solotar [8]. It reduces the computation of Hochschild products
to standard operations within the ordinary cohomology rings of certain subgroups
of G. As applications, we use this formula to determine presentations for the
Hochschild cohomology rings of (1) the mod-3 group algebra of the symmetric
group S3, (2) the mod-2 group algebra of the alternating group A4, and (3) the
mod-2 group algebras of the dihedral 2-groups D4m.

The material is organized as follows. In x2 we review the basic de�nitions of
Hochschild cohomology and cup product, using arbitrary projective resolutions in
place of the bar resolutions used by Hochschild and Eilenberg-Mac Lane. In x3
we specialize to the group algebra case, making explicit the isomorphism observed
by Eilenberg-Mac Lane, and also showing that that isomorphism preserves the
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cup product. In this section we also introduce a generalization of the Hochschild
cohomology ring of a group algebra: if a second group H acts on G then we may
consider the rings H�(H;RG); the Hochschild cohomology ring is the special case
where H = G acts on G by conjugation. Working on this level of generality, in x4
we prove an explicit version of the additive decomposition described above, and in
x5 we prove our main result, the Product Formula.

Some authors use the term Hochschild cohomology of � to refer to H�(�;��),
where �� is the dual bimodule HomR(�; R) (e.g., Loday [20, x1.5.5] and Benson [4,
x2.11]). This de�nition has certain advantages (e.g., it is a functor in �) though in
general it does not seem to have an obvious multiplicative structure. In the group
algebra case, however, a natural product can be de�ned, and in this case we show
that the additive isomorphism not only holds, but is in fact multiplicative. This is
covered in x6.

The next three sections contain the speci�c applications. The calculations are
relatively straightforward and, we hope, demonstrate the usefulness of the Product
Formula. In x10, we try to obtain general structure theorems for the Hochschild
cohomology ring of a group algebra, and meet with some limited successes. If G
is a p-group, we show that the mod-p Hochschild and ordinary cohomology rings
are isomorphic modulo radicals. We then show that our rings H�(H;RG) have
the structure of a Green functor, and exploit this theory to obtain a description
of H�(H;RG) similar to the description of Hochschild cohomology for H = G

Abelian, but modulo a certain ideal. These results were inspired by analogy with
the Grothendieck ring of the category of modules for the quantum double of G (see
[30]), an analogy that was essentially noted by Cibils [7]. We conclude in x11 with
some intriguing questions which are suggested by the examples and these results.

Notation. Throughout this paper, R denotes an arbitrary commutative ring. G
will always denote a �nite group, and in xx7{9 a speci�c �nite group. All rings
and algebras are assumed to possess a unit, and all modules are assumed to be left
modules unless stated otherwise. We will abbreviate H�(G;R) by H�(G) when the
coe�cient ring is clear. If H is a subgroup of G then restriction and corestriction
(transfer) are denoted resGH and corGH , respectively. If M is an RG-module then
M#GH denotes M considered as an RH-module; this is the restriction of M from G

to H . If U is an RH-module then U"GH denotes the RG-module RG
RH U ; this is
the module induced from H to G. If g; x 2 G then gx = gxg�1. More generally, if
G is acting on a set X then we will often write gx to denote the action of g on an
element x of X . We let �g denote the R-linear function from RG to R which takes
the value 1 on g and 0 on any other element of G.

2. Definitions of Hochschild cohomology and products

Let R be a commutative ring and � an R-algebra which is �nitely generated
and projective as an R-module. Let �e = �
R �op. If M is a �-bimodule (i.e., a
�e-module) then the Hochschild cohomology of � with coe�cients in M is de�ned
to be

H�(�;M) = Ext��e(�;M);(2.1)

where � is considered to be a �-bimodule in the usual way. These were originally
de�ned by Hochschild [16] when R is a �eld; see [6, IXx4] for the more general
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de�nition and basic properties. Clearly H�(�;�) is a covariant functor from the
category of �-bimodules to the category of graded R-modules.

If � happens to be an augmented R-algebra, then any left �-module M may
be considered a �-bimodule with trivial right action. Then (2.1) agrees with the
usual de�nition of H�(�;M) ([4, x2.11]). The advantage of Hochschild cohomology
is that it may be applied to algebras which are not necessarily augmented, such as
blocks of group algebras.

If N is another �-bimodule then there is a Hochschild cup product

H�(�; N)
R H
�(�;M)

^
�! H�(�; N 
�M);

which can be de�ned as follows. Let X
�
! � be a �e-projective resolution of �, and

let D : X! X
� X be a Hochschild diagonal approximation map, i.e., a �e-chain
map such that (�
 �) �D = �. In the literature it is common to take X to be the
standard complex [6, IXx6], in which case there is an explicit formula for D [28,
1.2]. However, we will show below through standard homological arguments that
a map D not only exists but is unique up to chain homotopy. Assuming this, let
� and � be cohomology classes represented (resp.) by cocycles f 2 Hom�e(X; N)
and g 2 Hom�e(X;M). Then � ^ � is represented by the cocycle (f 
g)�D. It is
easily veri�ed that the cup product is independent of the choices of X and D, and
of the cocycles f and g representing � and �.

Our claims about the existence and uniqueness of D will follow from the Com-
parison Theorem [3, Thm. 2.4.2] if we can show that

X
� X
�
�
�! �

is also a �e-projective resolution. To see that X
�X is projective in each degree,
it su�ces to show that �e 
� �e is a projective �e-module. But as �e-modules,
�e 
� �e �= �e 
R �. By hypothesis, � is a summand of a direct sum of copies
of R; hence �e 
� �e is isomorphic to a summand of a direct sum of copies of
�e, i.e., it is projective. To see that the complex is acyclic, we argue as follows.
Since � 
R � is projective as a right �-module (again because the left copy of �
is R-projective), we have that X ! � is a projective resolution of the free right
�-module �. Hence the di�erentials in X are all split as right �-homomorphisms,
and the cycles, boundaries, and homology in X are all projective right �-modules.
In particular they are �-at, so we may apply the K�unneth Theorem [3, Thm. 2.7.1]
to the right �-complex X and the left �-complex X. The Tor-term vanishes since
the homology of X is �-projective, and so

H�(X
� X) �= H�(X) 
� H�(X) �= �
� � �= �;

as required.
One important case is where N = M = �. In this case, the cup product gives

H�(�;�) the structure of an associative graded algebra with unit over R, called the
Hochschild cohomology ring of �. Gerstenhaber [12, x7, Cor. 1] showed that in fact
H�(�;�) is graded-commutative (see also [28, Prop. 1.2] for a simpli�ed proof).
Another important case is where only N is replaced by �; this gives H�(�;M) the
structure of a graded H�(�;�)-module.

3. The group algebra case

Reduction to ordinary cohomology. We are interested in the case where G
is a �nite group and � = RG, where as above R is any commutative ring. In
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this case the de�nitions above can all be reduced to ordinary group cohomology
with no mention of bimodules. For in this case, �e �= R[G � G], and if M is any
RG-bimodule then by the Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma [3, Cor. 2.8.4],

H�(RG;M) �= Ext�R[G�G](RG;M) �= Ext�R[G�G](R"
G�G
�G ;M)

�= Ext�RG(R;M#G�G�G ) �= H�(G;M);
(3.1)

where �G = f(g; g) j g 2 Gg, and M is considered a left RG-module through the
diagonal action g:x = gxg�1 (g 2 G, x 2M). Hence the Hochschild cohomology of
G with coe�cients in the bimodule M is just the ordinary cohomology of G with
coe�cients in M under the diagonal action (cf. [21, Ch. X, Thm. 5.5], [9, x5]). In
particular,

H�(RG;RG) �= H�(G;RG);(3.2)

where RG is considered a left RG-module by conjugation: g:a = gag�1 (g 2 G,
a 2 RG).

Conversely, given any left RG-module M , we may consider it a bimodule by
having RG act trivially on the right; and when we restrict this to the diagonal
action we end up with the original left RG-moduleM . So we may as well forget all
about bimodules and just consider left modules M , keeping in mind that M may
be considered a bimodule in this way if the context demands.

The cup products are the same. Let M and N be RG-modules. Recall that
there is already the (ordinary) cup product

H�(G;N)
R H
�(G;M)! H�(G;N 
RM):

The de�nition is entirely analogous to that of the Hochschild cup product; see
[3, x3.2] or [10, Ch. 3] for details (but note that the restrictions placed on the
coe�cient ring in [10] are not needed for the proofs of the results which we will use).
Furthermore, given an RG-homomorphism � : N
RM ! L, we may follow the cup
product with the map �� from H�(G;N 
RM) to H�(G;L). We call the resulting
product the cup product with respect to the pairing � (cf. [10, x3.1]). One important
case is where L =M = N is an R-algebra on which G acts as automorphisms and
� is the structure map. In this case the product gives H�(G;L) the structure of an
associative graded algebra.

We will be interested here in the case N = RG, where RG is again considered a
module via conjugation. In this case the structure map � : RG 
R M ! M is an
RG-homomorphism. We may therefore form the cup product with respect to �:

H�(G;RG)
R H
�(G;M)! H�(G;RG
RM)

�
�

�! H�(G;M):(3.3)

Our claim is that under the isomorphism described above, this cup product corre-
sponds to the Hochschild cup product. Speci�cally,

Proposition 3.1. The following diagram commutes:

H�(RG;RG)
R H
�(RG;M)

^ //

�=

��

H�(RG;M)

�=

��

H�(G;RG)
R H
�(G;M)

^ // H�(G;M):
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Proof. Let P! R be a projective resolution of the trivial RG-module. We will use
this to construct an R[G� G]-projective resolution X of RG as follows. First, we
may consider any RG-module as an R�G-module via the diagonal map; we will
abuse notation slightly by using the same symbol to denote either module, letting
the context determine which one is meant. The same applies to complexes of RG-
modules. With this in mind, set X = P"G�G�G . Since induction is exact and takes

projectives to projectives, and R"G�G�G
�= RG, this yields a projective resolution of

RG.
We can make the isomorphism (3.1) explicit as follows. There is an R�G-chain

map � : P ,! X de�ned by �(x) = (1; 1)
x (x 2 P). Now given a cohomology class
in H�(RG;M) represented by the cocycle f : X ! M , the corresponding class in
H�(G;M) is represented by the cocycle f � �.

Now let D : P! P
RP be an RG-diagonal map. We may use this to construct
a Hochschild diagonal map D0 : X! X
RGX as follows. There is an isomorphism
of R[G�G]-complexes

(P
R P)"
G�G
�G

�
�! X
RG X

(g; h)
 x
 y 7�!
�
(g; 1)
 x

�


�
(1; h)
 y

�
g; h 2 G; x; y 2 P:

Set D0 = � �D"G�G�G ; this is the desired diagonal map.
Given cocycles f : X ! RG and g : X ! M , it follows from these de�nitions

that we have a commutative diagram

X
D
0

// X
RG X
f
g

// RG
RGM
�= // M

P
?�

�

OO

D // P
R P
(f�)
(g�)

// RG
RM
�

// M

The bottom row represents the cup product in ordinary cohomology, the top row
the product in Hochschild cohomology.

An alternative proof is to apply the results of Sanada [28, Thm. 1.1], which
show that there is only one product in Hochschild cohomology satisfying a handful
of basic axioms, and then verify those axioms for the ordinary cup product.

The upshot is that we may just take (3.2) and (3.3) to be our de�nitions of
Hochschild cohomology and product for a group algebra, and interpret the rest of
this section as a proof that our de�nitions correspond to the ones usually found in
the literature.

A generalization. We now describe a generalization of the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy ring of a group algebra. If H and G are �nite groups, with H acting as
automorphisms on G, then RG becomes an RH-module. The multiplication map
RG
R RG! RG is an RH-homomorphism, and so we obtain a ring H�(H;RG)
via cup product. This is also an associative graded R-algebra with unit, and in
the case H = G, with action given by conjugation, it is the Hochschild cohomology
ring. In general however, it is not necessarily graded-commutative. (For exam-
ple, H�(1; RG) = RG.) The calculations in this paper are all concerned with the
case H = G and action given by conjugation, but in x10 we will indicate that
H 7! H�(H;RG), for subgroups H of G, is a Green functor and exploit this to
obtain some structure theorems.
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Note. If R is Noetherian, then H�(H;RG) is a �nitely generated R-algebra. For
there is an algebra homomorphism (which is in fact injective) from H�(H) to
H�(H;RG) induced by the map R ! RG. By Evens' Theorem, H�(H;RG) is
�nitely generated as anH�(H)-module, andH�(H) is a �nitely generatedR-algebra
[10, Thm. 7.4.1, Cor. 7.4.6]. So the union of the images of a set of algebra gen-
erators for H�(H) with a set of module generators for H�(H;RG) will generate
H�(H;RG) as an algebra.

While in general H�(H;RG) can be a very complicated ring, there is a special
case in which we can say exactly what it is:

Proposition 3.2. If H acts trivially on G, then H�(H;RG) �= RG
R H
�(H) as

graded R-algebras. In particular, if G is Abelian then

H�(RG;RG) �= RG
R H
�(G):

Proof. Let P! R be an RH-projective resolution which is �nitely generated over
RH in each degree. As an RH-module, RG is trivial, and moreover it is free as an
R-module. So we may apply the Universal Coe�cient Theorem [6, VI,Thm. 3.3] to
the complex HomRH(P; R) and the RH-module RG to obtain an isomorphism of
graded R-modules

RG
R H
�(H)

�
! H�(H;RG)

(see [10, x3.4]). This map may be de�ned as follows: let a 2 RG, � 2 H�(H). If �
is represented by the cocycle f : P! R then �(a
 �) is represented by the cocycle
x 7! af(x) (x 2 P). It is immediate from the de�nition of cup product that � is a
ring homomorphism.

The case where G is Abelian in the Proposition was proved using very di�erent
methods by Cibils and Solotar [8, Thm. 2.1] (see also Holm [18] for the case where
R is a �eld). In x10 we obtain a similar but weaker result for a group H acting not
necessarily trivially on G.

4. Additive decomposition

We continue with the notation of the previous section: R is a commutative ring,
and H and G are �nite groups with H acting as automorphisms on G. The additive
decomposition which we are about to describe is well-known (at least when H = G;
cf. Burghelea [5] or [4, Thm. 2.11.2]), but for us it will be important to know the
isomorphism explicitly. To do this we will need the following explicit version of the
Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma (cf. [3, Cor. 2.8.4]):

Lemma 4.1. Let K � H and U an RK-module. Let � : H�(K;U)! H�(K;U"HK)
be the map induced by the RK-homomorphism U ! U"HK given by x 7! 1 
 x.

Let � : H�(K;U"HK) ! H�(K;U) be the map induced by the RK-homomorphism

U"HK ! U which sends h
 x to hx (if h 2 K) and 0 (otherwise). Then

corHK �� : H�(K;U)! H�(H;U"HK)

is an isomorphism and its inverse is � � resHK .

Proof. Compose in either order and obtain the identity.
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Let g1; : : : ; gr be representatives of the orbits of the action of H on G, and let
Hi = StabH(gi) be the stabilizer of gi. Next, �x g 2 G. Then there are two
R(StabH(g))-homomorphisms

�g : R �! RG �g : RG �! R

� 7�! �g
P

a2G �aa 7�! �g :

If W is any subgroup of StabH(g) then these maps induce maps on cohomology

��g : H
�(W )! H�(W;RG); ��g : H

�(W;RG)! H�(W ):

Now de�ne maps i : H
�(Hi)! H�(H;RG) by

i(�) = corHHi
��gi(�); � 2 H�(Hi)

Lemma 4.2. The map

H�(H;RG) �!
M
i

H�(Hi)

� 7�!
�
��gi res

H
Hi
(�)
�
i

is an isomorphism of graded R-modules, and its inverse sends � 2 H�(Hi) to i(�).

Proof. (cf. [27, Exer. 6.1.45].) We have RG =
L

i
Mi, where Mi is the free R-

module generated by the elements of the orbit containing gi. Hence H
�(H;RG) �=L

i
H�(H;Mi). Now there is an isomorphism Mi

�= R"HHi
= RH 
RHi

R given

by �hgi $ h 
 �, and this induces an isomorphism in cohomology. Composing
that with the isomorphism of Lemma 4.1 (with K = Hi), one obtains the desired
isomorphism.

5. The Product Formula

We continue with the notation above; in particular H is a �nite group acting on
a �nite group G. We seek a way to describe the cup product in H�(H;RG) in terms
of the direct sum decomposition described in Lemma 4.2. This is accomplished as
follows. Fix i; j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Let D be a set of double coset representatives for
HinH=Hj . For each x 2 D, there is a unique k = k(x) such that

gk =
ygi

yxgj(5.1)

for some y 2 H . Moreover, k is independent of the choice of representative x of the
double coset HixHj . The set of all y satisfying (5.1) is also a double coset. To see
this, let us �x one such y = y(x) for which (5.1) holds. Then

fy0 2 H j gk =
y
0

(gi
xgj)g = Hky = Hky(

xHj \Hi) 2 HknH=
xHj \Hi;

since by (5.1), yxHj \
yHi � Hk. We may now state our main result:

Theorem 5.1 (Product Formula). Let � 2 H�(Hi), � 2 H
�(Hj). Then

i(�)^ j(�) =
X
x2D

k
�
corHk

W (res
y
Hi

W y�� ^ res
yx
Hj

W (yx)��)
�

where D is a set of double coset representatives for HinH=Hj, k = k(x) and y =
y(x) are chosen to satisfy (5.1), and W =W (x) = yxHj \

yHi.
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The statement requires a bit of explanation. First, recall that given an RH-
module U , a subgroup K � H , and h 2 H , there is a map

h� : H�(K;U)! H�(hK;U);

which can be de�ned on the cochain level by �xing an RH-projective resolution
P! R and setting

(h�f)(v) = hf(h�1v); f 2 HomRK(P; U); v 2 P

(see [10, x4.1]). Now it follows from the theorem, and the fact that the cup product
is well de�ned, that the sum in the statement of the theorem is independent of the
choices for x and y. However, this can also be seen directly. For y is unique up
to left multiplication by an element z of Hk. Since z� respects the cup product
and commutes with restriction and corestriction, and since Hk acts trivially on its
own cohomology, any term of the sum is unchanged by replacing y with zy. If x
is multiplied on the right by an element of Hj the term is unchanged for similar
reasons. If x is replaced by wx, where w 2 Hi, then one must replace y with yw�1

so that (5.1) holds, and again the term is unchanged.
We now turn to the proof.

Lemma 5.2. Let h 2 H and a; b 2 G.

(i) Suppose W � StabH(a). Then h���a = ��hah
� as maps from H�(W ) to

H�(hW;RG).
(ii) Suppose W � StabH(a) \ StabH(b), and �; � 2 H

�(W ). Then

��a(�)^ ��b (�) = ��ab(� ^ �):

(iii) Suppose W 0 � W � StabH(a). Then ��a and ��a commute with resWW 0
and

corWW 0
.

(iv) Suppose W � StabH(a) \ StabH(b). Then �
�
a�
�
b = �a;b id.

Proof. (i) Let f 2 HomW (P; R). Then h�(�af)(x) = f(h�1x)ha = �ha(h
�(f))(x).

(ii) Let � : RG
R RG! RG be the multiplication map. Let D : P! P 
R P be
a diagonal approximation map. For f; g 2 HomW (P; R),

� � ((�a � f)
 (�b � g)) �D = � � (�a 
 �b) � (f 
 g) �D = �ab � (f 
 g) �D:

(iii) We will show corWW 0
commutes with ��a; the other three cases are similar. For

f 2 HomW 0(P; RG),

�a

� X
w2W=W 0

wf(w�1x)

�
=
X
w

�w�1a
�
f(w�1x)

�
=
X
w

(�a � f)(w
�1x);

as w
�1

a = a. If f is a cocycle representing � then the left side above represents
��a(cor

W
W 0

(�)) and the right side represents corWW 0
(��a(�)). (iv) Clearly �a�b = �a;b id;

apply the cohomology functor.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 4.2,

i(�)^ j(�) = corHHi
(��gi�)^ corHHj

(��gj�)

= corHHi
(��gi� ^ resHHi

corHHj
��gj�)

=
X
x2D

corHHi
(��gi� ^ corHi

xHj\Hi
res

x
Hj

xHj\Hi
x���gj�)

=
X
x

corHxHj\Hi
(resHi

xHj\Hi
��gi� ^ res

x
Hj

xHj\Hi
x���gj�)

=
X
x

corHxHj\Hi
��gixgj (res

Hi
xHj\Hi

� ^ res
x
Hj

xHj\Hi
x��);

by Lemma 5.2 (i){(iii), as well as the double coset formula [10, Thm. 4.2.6], [10,
Prop. 4.2.4], and [10, Prop. 4.2.1]. So again by Lemma 4.2,

i(�)^ j(�)

=
X
k

X
x

k
�
��gk res

H
Hk

corHxHj\Hi
��gixgj (res

Hi
xHj\Hi

� ^ res
x
Hj
xHj\Hi

x��)
�

=
X
k

X
x;y

k
�
��gk cor

Hk

W 0
res

yx
Hj\

y
Hi

W 0
y���gixgj (res

Hi
xHj\Hi

� ^ res
x
Hj
xHj\Hi

x��)
�

=
X
k

X
x;y

k

�
corHk

W 0
��gk�

�
ygiyxgj

�
res

y
Hi

W 0
y�� ^ res

yx
Hj

W 0
(yx)��

��
;

where y runs over a set of representatives for HknH=
xHj \Hi, and

W 0 =W 0(k; x; y) = yxHj \
yHi \Hk:

However, Lemma 5.2 (iv) implies the only terms that can be non-zero are those
for which gk = ygi

yxgj . But we have seen that each x determines a unique k and
double coset Hky(

xHj \ Hi) for which this holds. So we may take y = y(x), and
then yxHj \

yHi � Hk, so W
0 =W .

Notice that 1 is an algebra monomorphism. This is because it is the map
in cohomology induced by the algebra homomorphism R ! RG sending � to �1.
(Alternatively, one may see this as the special case of Theorem 5.1 where i = j = 1.)
So we may view H�(H;RG) as an H�(H)-module. Now, each H�(Hi) may also
be considered as an H�(H)-module via restriction. As an immediate corollary of
Theorem 5.1, we obtain

Corollary 5.3. The additive isomorphism of Lemma 4.2

H�(H;RG)
�
�!

M
i

H�(Hi)

is an isomorphism of graded H�(H)-modules.

Proof. For i = 1, the Theorem reduces to 1(�)^ j(�) = j
�
resHHj

(�)^ �
�
.

Note. In the case where H = G and the action is conjugation, Theorem 5.1 veri�es
a formula conjectured by Cibils [7] and Cibils and Solotar [8]. Our sum over k
corresponds to their sum over C 2 C. Our sum over x corresponds to their sum
over EC

A;B=Zc. Their pair (K;L) is our (y
�1; x�1y�1).
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6. Hochschild cohomology with dual coefficients

There is an isomorphism of RH-bimodules RG ! RG�, sending g to �g�1 (g 2
G). It follows from functorality that H�(RH;RG) �= H�(RH;RG�) as graded R-
modules. Arguing as above, we have H�(RH;RG�) �= H�(H;RG�), where RG�

is now considered a left RH-module as follows: (h � �)(x) = �(h�1 � x) (h 2 H ,
� 2 RG�, x 2 RG).

There is a natural product on H�(H;RG�) which we now describe. Since RG is
a bialgebra, RG� is an R-algebra with multiplication

RG� 
R RG
� �
! RG�

� 
 � 7! ��

where (��)(g) = �(g)�(g) (g 2 G). One can check that � is an RH-homomorphism,
and therefore there is a cup product on H�(H;RG�) with respect to the pairing �.

Using the familiar identi�cation of H0(H;M) with the invariants MH , we see
that H0(H;RG�) may be identi�ed with the algebra of functions from G to R

constant on each H-orbit of G, under pointwise multiplication; this is isomorphic
as an algebra to the direct product of r copies of R, where r is the number of
H-orbits on G. However, H0(H;RG) �= (RG)H . As an R-module this is also
isomorphic to Rr, but in general it has a completely di�erent ring structure. For
example, if R = F is a �eld of characteristic dividing jGj then (RG)G = Z(FG) has
nilpotent elements (such as

P
g2G g).

We will show next that the additive decomposition of Lemma 4.2 (using RG� �=
RG) is also multiplicative, by contrast to the case for H�(G;RG).

Proposition 6.1. There is an isomorphism of graded R-algebras H�(H;RG�) �=L
i
H�(Hi). In particular, H�(G;RG�) and H�(LBG;R) are isomorphic as alge-

bras, where LBG is the space of free loops on the classifying space BG of G.

Proof. There is an ideal direct sum decomposition RG� =
L

i
Mi where Mi is the

free R-module generated by the dual functions �g for all g in the H-orbit of gi.
Therefore H�(H;RG�) �=

L
i
H�(H;Mi) as algebras, where H

�(H;Mi) is endowed
with the cup product with respect to the multiplication map Mi 
Mi ! Mi. We
claim thatH�(H;Mi) �= H�(Hi) as algebras. Indeed, we may identifyMi with R"

H
Hi

via the RH-isomorphism �hgi $ h 
 1. Lemma 4.1 says that there is an additive

isomorphism � � resHHi
: H�(H;Mi) ! H�(Hi). But restriction is multiplicative,

and � is induced by the projectionMi ! R�gi
�= R, which is a ring homomorphism

(and an RHi-homomorphism). Hence � is multiplicative as well, and our claim is
proved. Finally, H�(LBG;R) �=

L
i
H�(Hi) as algebras because LBG is homotopy

equivalent to the disjoint union of the BHi ([4, x2.12]).

In contrast, H�(G; FG) cannot in general be the cohomology ring of any topo-
logical space X . For H0(X ; F) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to a product of copies
of F, one for each connected component of X . But as we have seen, H0(G; FG)
may have nilpotent elements.

7. The symmetric group of degree 3

Generators and relations. Before beginning the calculations it is helpful to make
some general remarks about generators and relations. Let F be a �eld and A a f.g.
graded-commutative F-algebra which is �nite dimensional in each degree. Suppose
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A = B �U , where B is a graded subalgebra of A and U is a graded B-submodule.
Such a situation arises, for example, if A = H�(G; FG), B = 1

�
H�(G; F)

�
, and

U =
P

i�2 i
�
H�(Hi; F)

�
.

Suppose B is generated, as an algebra, by x1; : : : ; xN , subject to the relations
ri = 0 (i 2 I), in addition to the graded-commutative relations. Suppose in addition
that U is generated, as a B-module, by y1; : : : ; yM , subject to the relations sj = 0
(j 2 J). (Hence U is isomorphic to the graded-free B-module on the yi modulo
the B-submodule generated by the sj). It is assumed that all of these generators
and relations are homogeneous. By hypothesis, for each 1 � l � m � M , we may
choose fnlm 2 B (0 � n �M) such that

ylym = f0lm +

MX
n=1

fnlmyn:(7.1)

Now it is clear that A is generated as an F-algebra by x1; : : : ; xN ; y1; : : : ; yM .
We claim one obtains a presentation for A by taking those generators, together with
the relations of type 1 ri = 0, the relations of type 2 sj = 0, and the relations of type
3 given by equation (7.1), in addition to the graded-commutative relations. Indeed,
let A0 be the algebra presented abstractly with these generators and relations, and
let B0 be the subalgebra of A0 generated by the xi. Clearly there is a homomorphism
� from A0 onto A, and the relations of type 1 guarantee � maps B0 isomorphically
onto B. The relations of type 3 show that every element of A0 can be expressed as
the sum of an element of B0 and a B0-linear combination of the yi. Together with
the relations of type 2, this implies that the dimension, in each degree, of A0 is less
than or equal to that of A, so � is an isomorphism, and we have established the
claim.

Hochschild cohomology of F3S3. Let G = S3 = ha; b j a3 = 1 = b2; bab = a�1i.
In this section we will show how to �nd the Hochschild cohomology ring of F3G using
the Product Formula. To do this, choose conjugacy class representatives g1 = 1,
g2 = a, and g3 = b. The centralizers of these elements are, resp., H1 = G, H2 = hai,
and H3 = hbi. From now on we will assume all coe�cients are in F3 unless stated
otherwise. Now H�(G) is generated by elements u and v, of degrees (resp.) 3 and 4,
subject only to the graded-commutative relations. Similarly, H�(hai) is generated
by elements w1, w2, of degrees (resp.) 1, 2, subject only to the graded-commutative
relations. Of course H�(hbi) is just F3 , concentrated in degree 0.

Now de�ne the following elements in the Hochschild cohomology ring. Since
1 is an algebra monomorphism, by a slight abuse of notation we may identify
any element of H�(G) with its image under 1. Let Ei = i(1) (1 � i � 3), let
C1 = 1 +E2, C2 = E3, and Xj = 2(wj) (j = 1; 2).

Theorem 7.1. H�(S3; F3S3) is generated as an algebra by elements u, v, C1, C2,

X1, and X2, of degrees (resp.) 3, 4, 0, 0, 1, and 2, subject to the relations

uX1 = 0; vX1 = uX2; uC2 = 0 = vC2

CiXj = 0 = CiCj (i; j 2 f1; 2g); X1X2 = uC1; X2
2 = vC1

in addition to the graded-commutative relations. In particular, the algebra mono-

morphism 1 : H
�(S3)! H�(S3; F3S3) induces an isomorphism modulo radicals.
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Proof. Relations in degree 0 are most easily handled by the identi�cation of degree-0
Hochschild cohomology with the center of the group algebra. Under this identi�-
cation, Ei corresponds to the sum of the group elements conjugate to gi. So one
obtains, for example,

E2
2 = (a+ a�1)2 = a+ a�1 � 1 = E2 � 1;

which implies C2
1 = 0. The other degree-0 relations are handled in a similar way.

Restriction from G to hai is injective and takes u to w1w2 and v to w
2
2 . It follows

that H�(hai) is generated as an H�(G)-module by 1, w1, and w2, subject to the
relations u:w1 = 0 and v:w1 = u:w2. Of course H

�(hbi) is generated as an H�(G)-
module by 1, subject to the relations u:1 = 0 = v:1. This implies H�(G; F3G) is
generated by u, v, E2, E3, X1, X2; we have replaced E2 with 1 + E2 because it
simpli�es the relations somewhat. It also implies the �rst line of relations hold,
which are the \relations of type 2."

We now turn to the \relations of type 3." According to the Product Formula,

2(�)2(�) = 2
�
b�(��)

�
+ 1

�
corGhai

�
�b�(�)

��
:

for �; � 2 H�(hai). It is easily checked that b�(wi) = �wi, and

corGhai(w1w
n
2 ) =

(
�uv(n�1)=2 n odd

0 n even
corGhai(w

n
2 ) =

(
0 n odd

�vn=2 n even.

Letting � = 1 and � = w1, this yields E2X1 = �X1, i.e., C1X1 = 0. Letting
� = � = w2, one obtains

X2
2 = v + 2(w

2
2) = v + vE2 = vC1:

The relations involvingX1X2 and C1X2 are handled similarly. Finally, the Product
Formula implies that the product of an element in the image of 2 with one in the
image of 3 lies in the image of 3. Since this is 0 in positive degrees, we obtain
the remaining relations.

It follows from our comments above that we have found a complete set of gener-
ators and relations. The remark on isomorphism modulo radicals follows from the
observation that X3

2 = vC1X2 = 0, so C1, C2, X1, and X2 all lie in the radical of
the Hochschild cohomology ring.

Hochschild cohomology of F2S3. The mod-2 Hochschild cohomology of S3 can
be found by more elementary measures. For F2S3 has two blocks: the principal
block, which is isomorphic to F2 (Z=2), and a block which is isomorphic to the
algebra of 2 by 2 matrices over F2 . The Hochschild cohomology of the �rst is
determined by Prop. 3.2, the second is a simple algebra and so has Hochschild
cohomology isomorphic to F2 concentrated in degree 0. Hence

H�(S3; F2S3) �= F2 (Z=2)
F2 H
�(Z=2; F2)� F2

�= F2 [u; v; w j v2 = uw = vw = 0; w2 = w];

where u and v have degree 1 and w has degree 0.

8. The Alternating group A4

Let G = A4 = ha; b; c j a2 = b2 = c3 = 1; ab = ba; c�1ac = b; c�1bc = abi.
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Proposition 8.1. H�(A4; F2A4) is generated as a commutative algebra by ele-

ments u, v, w, C1, C2, C3, X1, Y1, X2, and Y2, of degrees (resp.) 2, 3, 3, 0,
0, 0, 1, 1, 2, and 2, subject to the relation of type 1

u3 + v2 + vw + w2 = 0;

the 10 relations of type 2

uX2 + vX1 + vY1 + wY1 = 0 uY2 + vX1 + wX1 + wY1 = 0

u2Y1 + vX2 + wX2 + vY2 = 0 u2X1 + u2Y1 + vX2 + wY2 = 0

uC2 = vC2 = wC2 = uC3 = vC3 = wC3 = 0

and the 28 relations of type 3

X2
1 = 0; X1Y1 = uC1; X1X2 = (v + w)C1; X1Y2 = wC1; Y 2

1 = 0;

Y1X2 = vC1; Y1Y2 = (v + w)C1; X2
2 = 0; X2Y2 = u2C1; Y 2

2 = 0;

X1Ci = Y1Ci = X2Ci = Y2Ci = 0 (1 � i � 3);

CiCj = 0 (1 � i � j � 3):

In particular, the monomorphism H�(A4; F2 )
1
,! H�(A4; F2A4) induces an isomor-

phism modulo radicals.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the proposition. To
begin, the conjugacy classes of G with chosen representatives are

fg1 = 1g; fg2 = a; b; abg; fg3 = c; ac; bc; abcg; fg4 = c2; ac2; bc2; abc2g:

The centralizers are H1 = G, H2 = ha; bi �= Z=2�Z=2, H3 = H4 = hci �= Z=3.
The cohomology rings are as follows (coe�cients are assumed to be in F2 unless

stated otherwise):

H�(G) = F2 [u; v; w j deg(u) = 2; deg(v) = deg(w) = 3; u3 + v2 + vw + w2 = 0];

(see [2, Appendix]), H�(H2) = F2 [x; y j deg(x) = deg(y) = 1], and H�(H3) =
H�(H4) = F2 . We may take x; y to be the dual basis to a; b; restriction from G to
H2 is injective, and is de�ned by

u 7! x2 + xy + y2; v 7! x3 + x2y + y3; w 7! x3 + xy2 + y3:

G acts on H�(H2) as follows: a and b act trivially, while c sends x to y and y to
x + y, and the image of restriction from G is the invariant subring. If we identify
H�(G) with this subring, then corestriction from H2 to G is just the trace mapP2

i=0(c
i)�.

As above, we will identify � with 1(�) (� 2 H�(G)), and let Ei = i(1) (1 �
i � 4). Let C1 = E2 +1, C2 = E3, C3 = E4, X1 = 2(x), Y1 = 2(y), X2 = 2(x

2),
and Y2 = 2(y

2).
Let A = H�(H2), B = H�(G); we may consider B as a subalgebra of A via

restriction. We �rst show that A is generated as a B-module by 1; x; y; x2; y2. This
is clearly the case for degrees 0 and 1. In degree 2, we have xy = u1 + x2 + y2. In
degree 3,

x3 = ux+ (v + w)1; x2y = v1 + ux+ uy;

xy2 = w1 + ux+ uy; y3 = (v + w)1 + uy:
(8.1)

Now suppose � is a monomial in x and y of degree n (n � 4). Let � = �, with
� of degree 3. By induction on n,  may be written as a B-linear combination of
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1; x; y; x2; y2, which have degree at most 2. By (8.1), � is a B-linear combination
of 1; x; y, which have degree at most 1. Hence � is a B-linear combination of
monomials of degree at most 3. Again using (8.1), this means � is a B-linear
combination of 1; x; y. Hence A is generated by 1; x; y; x2; y2, as claimed.

We next show that the �rst four relations of type 2 de�ne A as a B-module. It
is straightforward to check that these relations hold. Hence there is a complex of
graded B-modules

P1
�1! P0

�0! A! 0

in which P0 = B � B[1]�2 � B[2]�2, P1 = B[4]�2 � B[5]�2 (B[n] is B as an F2 -
module but with the grading shifted so that B[n]i = Bi�n), and the di�erentials
are de�ned by

�0(�1; : : : ; �5) = �11 + �2x+ �3y + �4x
2 + �5y

2 �1; : : : ; �5 2 B

�1(�1; : : : ; �4) = �1r1 + � � �+ �4r4 �1; : : : ; �4 2 B;

where

r1 = (0; v; v + w; u; 0) r2 = (0; v + w;w; 0; u)

r3 = (0; 0; u2; v + w; v) r4 = (0; u2; u2; v; w):

To show that the relations su�ce is equivalent to showing that this complex is exact
in degree 0.

We show the complex is exact by extending it slightly to a complex

0! P2
�2! P1

�1! P0
�0! A! 0;(8.2)

and showing that this bigger complex is exact. Here, P2 = S[7]�2�S[8]�2�S[9]�2,
where S = F2 [v; w]. Note that B = S�Su�Su2. In particular, B is a graded-free
S-module, so what we are showing is that (8.2) is actually a graded-free resolution
of A as an S-module. We may de�ne �2 by

�2(s1; : : : ; s6) =
�
(v + w)s1 + vs2 + ((v + w)s5 + vs6)u+ s3u

2;

vs1 + ws2 + (vs5 + ws6)u+ s4u
2;

ws3 + vs4 + s1u+ s5u
2;

vs3 + (v + w)s4 + s2u+ s6u
2
�
;

(8.3)

where s1; : : : ; s6 2 S.
It is tedious but straightforward to check that �1�2 = 0, so this is actually

a complex. Also, it follows easily from (8.3) that �2 is injective. We will now

show that Ker(�1) = Im(�2). Suppose
P4

i=1 �iri = 0. Let �i = �i + �iu + �iu
2

(�i; �i; �i 2 S). Setting each coordinate of
P

i
�iri equal to 0 and using the relation

of type 1, we have

0 = �1 + (v + w)�3 + v�4 0 = �1 + (v + w)�3 + v�4

0 = �2 + v�3 + w�4 0 = v�1 + (v + w)�2 + �4

0 = �2 + v�3 + w�4 0 = w�1 + v�2 + �3:

Hence (�1; : : : ; �4) = �2(�3; �4; �1; : : : ; �4).
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We now know that the complex (8.2) is exact everywhere except possibly in
degree 0. However, if pi(t) is the Poincar�e series of Pi, then p2(t)� p1(t) + p0(t) is

2(t7 + t8 + t9)

(1� t3)2
�
2(t4 + t5)(1� t+ t2)

(1� t)(1� t3)
+
(1 + 2t+ 2t2)(1� t+ t2)

(1� t)(1� t3)
=

1

(1� t)2
;

which is the Poincar�e series for A. Hence the complex is exact everywhere.
The remaining relations of type 2 follow trivially from degree considerations. To

get the relations of type 3 we use the Product Formula, which yields

2(�)2(�) = 1
�
corGH2

(��)
�
+ 2

�
c�(�)(c2)�(�) + (c2)�(�)c�(�)

�
:(8.4)

This yields the products of any pair of generators from 2(H
�(H2)); for example

X2Y2 = 1
�
corGH2

(x2y2)
�
+ 2

�
c�(x2)(c�)2(y2) + (c�)2(x2)c�(y2)

�
= 1(u

2) + 2(x
4 + x2y2 + y4) = u2C1:

Now for i 2 f1; 2g, j 2 f3; 4g, the Product Formula tells us that the product
of any element of i

�
H�(Hi)

�
with one of j

�
H�(Hj)

�
will lie in j

�
H�(Hj)

�
,

and will hence be 0 unless possibly both elements have degree 0. Finally, the
relations CiCj = 0 are easily veri�ed using the identi�cation of 0-degree Hochschild
cohomology with the center of F2G.

It follows from our comments on generators and relations that we have given
a presentation of H�(A4; F2A4) as an F2 -algebra. It remains only to prove the
remark about the isomorphism modulo radicals. This is immediate since the Xi,
Yi (i = 1; 2), and Cj (j = 1; 2; 3) all square to 0.

9. The dihedral 2-groups

Let m � 2 be a power of 2 and G = D4m = ha; b j a2m = b2 = 1; bab = a�1i.

Proposition 9.1. H�(D4m; F2D4m) is generated as a commutative algebra by el-

ements u, v, w, C1, C2, C3, C4, T1, T2, of degrees (resp.) 1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,
subject to the 10 degree-0 relations

C2
1 = XC2 = C1C3 = C1C4 = Cm

2 = C2C3 = C2C4 = C2
3 = C3C4 = C2

4 = 0;

where

X = C1 +

m=2�2X
i=0

�
m=2 + i

2i+ 2

�
C2i+2
2 ;

the 11 degree-1 relations

vC3 = C1T1; vC4 = C1T2; vC2 = uC3 = (u+ v)C4 = C2T1 = C2T2 = 0;

C3T1 = uX + vC1; C3T2 = uCm�1
2 = C4T1; C4T2 = uX;

and the 6 degree-2 relations

u2 = uv; uT1 = (u+ v)T2 = T1T2 = 0; T 21 = v(u+ v); T 22 = u2:

Note. It is also true in this case that 1 induces an isomorphism modulo radicals,
but this is a special case of the more general Theorem 10.1.

In the above and in what follows, we use the convention that the binomial co-
e�cient

�
n

k

�
is 0 if k > n. The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of the

proposition.
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Generators. The m+ 3 conjugacy classes of G are

f1g; famg; far; a�rg(1 � r � m� 1); fasb j s eveng; fasb j s oddg:

and from these we choose representatives g1 = 1, g2 = am, gr+2 = ar, gm+2 = b,
gm+3 = ab. The centralizers are H1 = H2 = G, Hr+2 = hai, and the Klein 4-groups
Hm+2 = ham; bi and Hm+3 = ham; abi. We have

H�(G) = F2 [u; v; w j deg(u) = deg(v) = 1, deg(w) = 2, u2 = uv]

H�(hai) = F2 [u1; w1 j deg(u1) = 1, deg(w1) = 2, u21 = 0]

H�(Hm+j+1) = F2 [xj ; yj j deg(xj) = deg(yj) = 1] (j = 1; 2)

(all coe�cients are assumed to be in F2 ; see [22] for H�(G)). We may take u; v
to be the basis dual to the basis �a;�b of G=ha2i, and w to be the degree-2 Stiefel-
Whitney class of the natural representation of G on the plane. There is only one
choice for u1 (resp. w1), namely, the unique non-zero element of H

�(hai) in degree
1 (resp. 2). Take x1; y1 (resp. x2; y2) to be dual to am; b (resp. am; ab). Also let
H�(hami) = F2 [z]. As before, we will identify � with 1(�) (� 2 H�(G)). Let
Ei = i(1) (1 � i � m + 3), C1 = 1 + E2, C2 = E3, C3 = Em+2, C4 = Em+3, and
Tj = m+j+1(xj) (j = 1; 2).

Lemma 9.2. The restrictions of u to the subgroups hai, Hm+2, Hm+3, ha
mi are

(resp.) u1, 0, y2, 0. The restrictions of v are 0, y1, y2, 0. The restrictions of w

are w1, x1(x1 + y1), x2(x2 + y2), z
2. Moreover, restriction from hai to hami maps

u1 to 0 and w1 to z2.

Proof. Restrictions from hai to hami follow from [1, Cor. II.5.7]. Of the others, only
w presents some di�culties. Its restrictions to Hm+2 and Hm+3 follow from [22,
Prop. 2.1]. It follows that

resGhami(w) = res
Hm+2

hami
resGHm+2

(w) = res
Hm+2

hami
(x21 + x1y1) = z2;

whence resG
hai

(w) = w1.

We claim that H�(G; F2G) is generated as an H
�(G)-module by the Ei (1 � i �

m+3), T1, and T2. For 1 � i � m+1, the restriction from G to Hi is surjective (by
Lemma 9.2, if i � 3), so Ei generates the image of i. By Lemma 9.2, the image
of restriction to Hm+2+j is the subring generated by yj and xj(xj + yj) (j = 1; 2).
Hence the proof of our claim is completed by

Lemma 9.3. The polynomial ring F2 [x; y] is generated as a module over the sub-

ring F2 [y; x(x+ y)] by 1 and x.

Proof. We show that xiyj is in the submodule generated by 1 and x by induction
on i + j. This is clear if i + j < 2. If j > 0 then xiyj = y(xiyj�1). If i � 2 then
xi = (x2 + xy)xi�2 + y(xi�1).

Using the identi�cation of degree-0 Hochschild cohomology with the center of
F2G, one can see that E4 = C2

2 and Er+2 = Er+1C2 + Er (3 � r � m � 1). By
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Figure 1. Product Formula data for G = D4m

i j x gi
x
gj k y

y
Hi

yx
Hj W

1 j 1 gj j 1 G Hj Hj

2 2 1 1 1 1 G G G

r+2 1 a
r�m

m� r+ 2 b G hai hai

m+2 1 a
m
b m+ 2 a

m=2
G Hm+2 Hm+2

m+3 1 a
m+1

b m+ 3 a
m=2

G Hm+3 Hm+3

r+2 s+2 1 a
r+s

r + s+ 2
(0)

1 hai hai hai

2
(1)

1 hai hai hai

2m�r�s+2 (2)
b hai hai hai

b a
r�s

r � s+ 2
(3)

1 hai hai hai

1
(4)

1 hai hai hai

s� r + 2
(5)

b hai hai hai

m+2 1 a
r
b m+ 2

(6)
a
�r=2 hai ham; a�rbi hami

m+ 3
(7)

a
1�r
2 hai ham; a1�rbi hami

m+3 1 a
r+1

b m+ 3
(6)

a
�r=2 hai ham; a1�rbi hami

m+ 2
(7)

a
�1�r

2 hai ham; a�rbi hami
m+2 m+2 1 1 1 1 Hm+2 Hm+2 Hm+2

a
l (8)

a
�2l

2 + 2l b Hm+2 ham; a�2lbi hami

a
m=2

a
m

2 1 Hm+2 Hm+2 Hm+2

m+3 a
l (9)

a
�1�2l

3 + 2l b Hm+2 ham; a�1�2lbi hami
m+3 m+3 1 1 1 1 Hm+3 Hm+3 Hm+3

a
l (8)

a
�2l

2 + 2l b ham; a�1bi ham; a�1�2lbi hami

a
m=2

a
m

2 1 Hm+3 Hm+3 Hm+3

(0)
1 � r + s < m

(1)
r + s = m

(2)
r + s > m

(3)
r > s

(4)
r = s

(5)
r < s

(6)
r even

(7)
r odd

(8)
1 � l < m=2

(9)
0 � l < m=2

iterating this formula one obtains

Ek =

8>>>><
>>>>:

k=2�2X
i=0

�
k=2� 1 + i

1 + 2i

�
C2+2i
2 k even and 4 � k � m

(k�3)=2X
i=0

�
(k � 3)=2 + i

2i

�
C1+2i
2 k odd and 3 � k � m+ 1:

(9.1)

So in fact the powers of C2 generate the images of i (3 � i � m+ 1). From this
we obtain the algebra generators of H�(G; F2G) listed in the proposition.

Relations. Straightforward calculations in Z(F2G), together with formula (9.1)
with k = m+ 1 in the case of the product C1C2, yield the degree-0 relations. We
now gather the data necessary to verify the remaining relations. In order to apply
the Product Formula, we will use the table in Figure 1. The notation for the table
is exactly as in Section 4. All values of r and s in the table range between 1 and
m� 1. Next, we will need the following.

Lemma 9.4. (i) If F is a proper subgroup of an elementary abelian 2-group E
then corEF = 0.

(ii) corGHm+2
maps y1 to 0, x1 to u+ v, and x21 to v(u+ v).
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(iii) corGHm+3
maps x2 to u, y2 to 0, and x22 to u2.

(iv) cor
hai

hami
maps z to u1 and z2 to 0.

Proof. Part (i) follows from [10, Lem. 6.3.4]. To prove (ii), note that y1 is in the
image of restriction from G, so corGHm+2

(y1) = 0. Now corGHm+2
(x1) = �1u + �2v

for some �1; �2 2 F2 . By the double coset formula,

resGHm+2
corGHm+2

(x1) = x1 +

m=2�1X
i=1

cor
Hm+2

hami
res

ha
m
;a
2i
bi

hami

�
(ai)�x1

�
+ (am=2)�x1

= x1 + 0 + (x1 + y1) = y1:

The double coset formula also yields resGHm+3
corGHm+2

(x1) = 0, since each term

involves corestrictions from a proper subgroup of Hm+3. On the other hand,

resGHm+2
corGHm+2

(x1) = resGHm+2
(�1u+ �2v) = �2y1

resGHm+3
corGHm+2

(x1) = resGHm+3
(�1u+ �2v) = (�1 + �2)y2:

This forces �1 = �2 = 1. Now, x21 + x1y1 = resGHm+2
(w) and y1 = resGHm+2

(v),

whence

corGHm+2
(x21) = corGHm+2

(x1y1) = v corGHm+2
(x1) = v(u+ v);

completing the proof of (ii). Part (iii) is handled in a similar way. Part (iv) follows
from [1, Cor. II.5.7].

Using this information and the Product Formula, one may obtain the remaining
relations. The only complications arise in the following cases. When computing
C3T1 one obtains

C3T1 = (u+ v)C1 +

m=2�1X
j=1

2+2j(u1);

where the sum is empty in case m = 2. Using 2+2j(u1) = uE2+2j and formula
(9.1) with k = 2 + 2j, we obtain

C3T1 = (u+ v)C1 +

m=2�1X
j=1

j�1X
i=0

�
j + i

1 + 2i

�
uC2+2i

2

= (u+ v)C1 +

m=2�2X
i=0

�
m=2 + i

2 + 2i

�
uC2+2i

2 :

Similarly, we calculate

C3T2 =

m=2X
i=1

uE1+2i =

m=2�1X
i=0

�
m=2 + i

1 + 2i

�
uC1+2i

2 :(9.2)

However,

Lemma 9.5. If 0 � i � m=2� 2 then

�
m=2 + i

1 + 2i

�
� 0 mod 2.
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Proof. Let m=2 = 2k, and let i = a0+a12+ � � �+ak�12
k�1 be the base 2 expansion

of i. We then have base 2 expansions

m=2 + i = a0 + a12 + a22
2 + � � �+ ak2

k

1 + 2i = b0 + b12 + b22
2 + � � �+ bk2

k;

where ak = 1, b0 = 1 and bj = aj�1 (1 � j � k). By [19, Lem. 22.4], it su�ces to

show aj < bj for some j. As i � 2k � 2, at least one of the aj must be equal to 0.
Choose the smallest j with aj = 0. If j = 0, then 0 = a0 < b0 = 1. If j > 0, then
bj = aj�1 = 1 as j is smallest, so that 0 = aj < bj = 1 in this case as well.

Hence the sum (9.2) reduces to C3T2 = uCm�1
2 . Similar arguments yield C4T1 =

uCm�1
2 and C4T2 = uX .

Su�ciency. We will now show that we have found a full set of relations by con-
sidering the algebra A de�ned abstractly by our generators and relations. Clearly
there is a homomorphism from A onto H�(G; F2G). Note also that w does not
occur in any of our relations, so A �= F2 [w]
F2 B, where B is the algebra given by
the remaining generators and all the relations.

Direct examination shows that

B0 = h1; C1; C2; C
2
2 ; : : : ; C

m�1
2 ; C3; C4i

B1 = hu; v; T1; T2; uC1; vC1; C1T1; C1T2; uC2; uC
2
2 ; : : : ; uC

m�1
2 i

B2 = huv; v2; vT1; vT2; uvC1; v
2C1; vC1T1; vC1T2i

In particular, the dimensions of the degree-0, 1, and 2 components of B are less
than or equal to (resp.) m + 3, m + 7, and 8. Note also that B2 is the degree-2
component of Bv, the ideal generated by v. This implies that Bk is the degree-k
component of Bv for all k � 2: as the generators of B are all of degree 0 or 1, a
monomial f of degree k may be factored into a degree-2 factor and a degree-(k�2)
factor. The degree-2 factor is in Bv, so the same is true of f . This implies that
multiplication by v is a surjective map from Bk to Bk+1 for all k � 2. Therefore
dim(Bk) � 8 for all k � 2.

The Poincar�e series of a graded vector space having dimension m+ 3 in degree
0, m+ 7 in degree 1, and 8 in each degree k � 2 is

(m+ 3) + 4t+ (1�m)t2

1� t
:

We conclude that the dimension of A in each degree is less than or equal to that
given by the series

(m+ 3) + 4t+ (1�m)t2

(1� t)(1� t2)
=

(m+ 3) + (1�m)t

(1� t)2
:

But this is the Poincar�e series of H�(G; F2G) obtained from the additive decompo-
sition. Therefore the homomorphism from A onto H�(G; F2G) is an isomorphism,
and Proposition 9.1 is, at long last, proved.

10. Structure theorems

Our goal in this section is to obtain some general structure theorems for the
rings H�(H;RG).
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The p-group case. First we give a result regarding the Hochschild cohomology
rings of group algebras of p-groups in characteristic p.

Theorem 10.1. Let F be a �eld of characteristic p, and G a p-group. Then the map

of algebras 1 : H
�(G; F) ! H�(G; FG) induces an isomorphism modulo radicals.

Proof. Let I be the augmentation ideal of FG. Then FG, as an FG-module under
conjugation, is the direct sum of its submodules F1 and I . Applying the cohomology
functor to this splitting, we see that there is an algebra homomorphism � from the
Hochschild ring to the ordinary ring satisfying �1 = 1, and we may identify the
kernel of � with H�(G; I).

It su�ces to show that H�(G; I) is a nilpotent ideal. But from the de�nition of
the cup product, for all n > 0 the multiplication map from H�(G; I)
n to H�(G; I)
factors through the map H�(G; I
n) ! H�(G; I) induced by multiplication in I .
As G is a p-group, I is a nilpotent ideal, so for n su�ciently large the map from
I
n to I is 0. Hence H�(G; I)n = 0.

A Green functor. We next generalize a weaker consequence of Proposition 3.2
to a group H acting nontrivially on a group G. Combined with a general result of
Th�evenaz about Green functors, this leads to a structure theorem for H�(H;RG)
in Corollary 10.4.

We introduce the following Green functor. Assign to any subgroup K of H
the ring H�(K;RG), and consider the usual maps conjugation h� : H�(K;RG) !
H�(hK;RG) for h 2 H , and resKL and corKL for L � K � H . The various properties
required of a Green functor in this situation follow from [10, Ch. 4], and will be
used in the remainder of this section. In particular, the image of corestriction from
a subgroup L of K is an ideal of H�(K;RG).

Let

H
�
(H;RG) = H�(H;RG)=

X
K<H

corHK
�
H�(K;RG)

�
H
�
(H) = H�(H)=

X
K<H

corHK
�
H�(K)

�
:

Let GH denote the subgroup of G consisting of all elements �xed by H .

Theorem 10.2. Let H and G be �nite groups with H acting as automorphisms on

G. Then

H
�
(H;RG) �= R(GH)
R H

�
(H)

as graded R-algebras.

In order to prove the Theorem, we will �rst de�ne a map from H�(H;RG)
to R(GH) 
R H�(H) and examine some of its properties. Consider the RH-
homomorphism RG ! R(GH) de�ned on G by sending g to g (if g 2 GH ) and
0 (otherwise). This induces a map from H�(H;RG) to H�(H;R(GH)). The latter
ring is isomorphic to R(GH)
H�(H) by Proposition 3.2, and so we obtain a map
 : H�(H;RG)! R(GH)
H�(H). This map is given explicitly by

 (�) =
X
g2GH

g 
 ��g (�):(10.1)

In general,  is not an algebra homomorphism.
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Let � : H�(H) ! H
�
(H) denote the quotient map, and  = (id
�) �  . In the

next lemma, we show that  is an algebra homomorphism. Finally, we prove that
it induces the isomorphism in the theorem.

Lemma 10.3.  : H�(H;RG)! R(GH)
RH
�
(H) is an algebra homomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it su�ces to show that

 
�
i(�)^ j(�)

�
=  
�
i(�)

�
 
�
j(�)

�
(10.2)

for all 1 � i; j � r and � 2 H�(Hi), � 2 H
�(Hj). By Lemma 5.2 (iii) and (iv) and

the de�nitions of  and i, the right side is nonzero only when both gi; gj 2 GH ,
and in this case the right side of equation (10.2) is gigj 
 �(� ^ �). On the other
hand, by Theorem 5.1, the left side of equation (10.2) is equal toX

x2D

 k

�
corHk

W

�
res

y
Hi

W
y�� ^ res

yx
Hj

W
(yx)��

��

=
X
g2GH

X
x2D

g 
 ���gk cor
Hk

W

�
res

y
Hi

W
y�� ^ res

yx
Hj

W
(yx)��

�
;

whereD is a set of double coset representatives forHinH=Hj , k = k(x) and y = y(x)
are chosen to satisfy gk =

ygi
yxgj , andW =W (x) = yHi\

yxHj . By Lemma 5.2 (iii)

and (iv), for each g 2 GH , ��gk is the identity if g = gk and 0 otherwise. Therefore
this sum is equal toX

g2GH

X
x2D

�g;gkgk 
 � corHW
�
res

y
Hi

W y�� ^ res
yx
Hj

W (yx)��
�
:

Now, if gi; gj 2 GH , then Hi = Hj = W = H , and this sum contains the single
term gk
�(� ^ �) = gigj
�(� ^ �), so in this case we have established equation

(10.2). If one of gi; gj is not in G
H , then each W appearing in the above sum is

a proper subgroup of H , and so the sum is 0, as was the case for the right side of
equation (10.2). Therefore  is a ring homomorphism.

Proof of Theorem 10.2. We will show that the map  of the Lemma induces the
required isomorphism. We �rst show that  is surjective. Let � 2 H�(H) and
h 2 GH . If we let � = ��h(�), then  (�) =

P
g2GH g 
 ��g�

�
h(�) = h
 � by Lemma

5.2 (iv). Therefore  is surjective.

Next we will show that  factors through H
�
(H;RG). This will follow once we

show that  takes the image of corHK into R(GH)
 Im(corHK) for each subgroup K
of H . Let � = i(�) be an element of H�(K;RG), with � 2 H�(Ki). If gi is not in
GH , then  (corHK(�)) = 0 by Lemma 5.2 (iii) and (iv) and the de�nition (10.1) of  .
If gi 2 G

H , Lemma 5.2 (iii) and (iv) show that  (corHK(�)) = gi 
 corHK �, which is
in R(GH )
Im(corHK). Therefore  takes the image of corHK into R(GH)
Im(corHK),

and so  factors through H
�
(H;RG).

It remains to prove that the kernel of  is contained in
P

K<H
Im(corHK). Let

� 2 Ker( ), and write � =
P

i
i(�i) with �i 2 H�(Hi). As we have shown that

Im(corHK) is contained in the kernel of  for all proper subgroups K of H , and
i(�i) = corHHi

��i (�i) by de�nition, we may assume that �i = 0 for all i with

gi 62 GH . Considering the de�nition (10.1) of  , we may further assume that �i
is nonzero only for a single �xed value of i, that is � = ��i (�i) with gi 2 GH . By

the de�nition of  and Lemma 5.2 (iv), we have  (�) = gi 
 �i. As  (�) = 0, this
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implies �i 2
P

K<H
Im(corHK). By applying Lemma 5.2 (iii) to � = ��i (�i), we see

that � is in
P

K<H
Im(corHK).

Next consider the ring homomorphism

� : H�(H;RG)!
Y
K

�
H
�
(K;RG)

�NH(K)
;

where the product is over a set of representatives K of conjugacy classes of sub-
groups of H , given in the K-component by the composition of resHK with the quo-
tient map. The kernel of � is nilpotent by [29, Thm. 3.2]. By Theorem 10.2,
we know the structure of the factors in the above product. Thus we obtain the
following corollary.

Corollary 10.4. There is a ring homomorphism, with nilpotent kernel,

� : H�(H;RG)!
Y
K

�
R(GK)
R H

�
(K)
�NH(K)

;

the product taken over a set of representatives K of conjugacy classes of subgroups

of H.

11. Questions

We conclude with a few questions indicated by the results above. The �rst is
suggested by our calculations and the result on p-groups: suppose F is a �eld and
G is a �nite group such that FG is indecomposable. Then we may ask

Question 1. Does 1 : H
�(G; F) ! H�(G; FG) induce an isomorphism modulo

radicals?

As we have seen, Question 1 has an a�rmative answer for S3 mod 3, A4 mod
2, and for any p-group mod p. Of course, if FG has more than one block, than
Question 1 has a negative answer; this is because the center of FG modulo its
radical has dimension equal to the number of blocks, so the map fails to be an
isomorphism in degree 0. However, we may re�ne the question as follows. Suppose
now G is any �nite group, and consider the map f which is 1 followed by the
projection onto H�(B0; B0), where B0 is the principal block of FG.

Question 2. Does f : H�(G; F) ! H�(B0; B0) induce an isomorphism modulo rad-

icals?

Question 2 has an a�rmative answer for the above cases, and also for S3 mod
2, as is easily veri�ed. It also has an a�rmative answer in the case where G is
Abelian. For in this case we may identify the Hochschild cohomology ring with
FG
FH

�(G), by Prop. 3.2. Under this identi�cation, 1 takes � 2 H
�(G) to 1
�.

The principal block component of the Hochschild ring modulo its radical is

B0 
H�(G)

rad
�
B0 
H�(G)

� �= B0

rad(B0)



H�(G)

rad(H�(G))
�= F 


H�(G)

rad(H�(G))
�=

H�(G)

rad(H�(G))

Hence the map modulo radicals induced by f is indeed an isomorphism.
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